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The Royal Portraits Exhibition at The Ritz
The exhibition will take place in William Kent House at The Ritz
on Piccadilly - the 18th century townhouse famous for its
exclusive events. The opening night on 19 April will be an
exclusive event, attended by an impressive list of guests.
Among them - art collectors, leaders of biggest Russian and
British corporations, prominent politicians and showbiz stars.To
commemorate the Queen's Diamond Jubilee, VZ Gallery is
delighted to present The Royal Portraits exhibition. The event,
which will take place in April 2012, will also celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the works exhibited, which comprise the
Drawings Collection and Enamel Miniatures Collection. Read f.
Wolfgang Puck at Cut at 45 Park Lane
The Cut is hosting a Californian night with Wolfgang himself
cooking and working the crowd on April 30th. Wolfgang Puck
began cooking at his mother’s side as a child. She was a chef
in the Austrian town where he was born, and with her
encouragement, Wolfgang began his formal training at
fourteen years of age. As a young chef he worked in some of
France’s greatest restaurants, including Maxim’s in Paris, the
Hotel de Paris in Monaco, and the Michelin 3-starred L’Oustau
de Baumanière in Provence. At the age of 24, Wolfgang left
Europe for the United States. Read further...
Sake No Hana - Hakkasan
On Wednesday April 25th 6:30 -9PM, Sake No Hana celebrate
their new menu with an evening of cocktails and canapes.
Sake No Hana, offers modern authentic Japanese dining in the
heart of Mayfair. A la carte menus provide a variety of hot and
cold appertizers, charcoal grill, Toban and Kamameshi dishes,
while sushi and sashimi are prepared to order at the stylish
sushi bar. A carefully selected list of sakes, Japanese whiskeys
and other wines, spirits and liqueurs complement the dishes
offered in the restaurant. With interiors designed by esteemed
Japanese architect Kengo Kmua, the restaurant interior is
awash with linear bamboo. Read further...
Claridge’s Mayfair Hotel
5 star luxury in Mayfair’s historic Art Deco hotel In the heart of
Mayfair, Claridge’s luxury hotel in London is perfectly placed
for the city. With award-winning service, Claridge’s is a
sumptuous retreat for the business traveller – or a luxurious
indulgence if you want to spoil yourself or a loved one. The
hotel is a key part of the city’s history. Stars, socialites and the
crowned heads of Europe have enjoyed our Mayfair hotel for
over 100 years. Some of the world’s greatest designers have
left their mark on Claridge’s. Original features mingle with
distinctly modern twists, refining the effortless Art Deco
elegance that makes London’s finest hotel so special. Read f...
Restaurant Review: Mari Vanna
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With branches in St Petersburg, Moscow & New York, Mari Vanna has brought its Russian
charms to Knightsbridge. Located on the doorstep of One Hyde Park & the Bulgari Hotel, it
creates a folksy, homespun fantasy filled with domestic trinkets, ‘tchotchke’ knick-knacks &
matryoshka dolls – plus an iconic Russian bear & a traditional ‘pechka’ oven taking pride of
place in the high-ceilinged dining room. The kitchen serves up time-honoured ‘babushka
cooking’ – pillow-like pelmeni dumplings, beef & beetroot soup, satsivi (‘pulled chicken’ in
walnut sauce), sturgeon kebabs & smetannik (a signature dessert made with cream &
strawberries). As for drinks, diners can enjoy a host of vodkas & some innovative cocktails.
Read further...
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